
1Capable to monitor
up to 80 channels

Wavelength range
840-860, 1260-1610 nm
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Per-channel cost 
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Smaller footprint
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reasons why the MPA-100 is chosen6

Demo units are available. Please feel free to contact us.

Multichannel Optical Power Monitor

Ultra compact design×High cost performance

Up to 80-channel monitoring in 1U x 19-inch size

Demo Units 
Available

RECOMMENDED FOR

Maintaining the competitive price of optical power monitors.

Saving space in the current rack space.

Achieving a highly reliable optical interface.

Installing optical power meters for large channels.

Stacked to build systems
up to 800 channels

Low loss high sensitivity
Tap PD model available



XXX

MONITOR TYPE
Choose from two variations: a model with built-in PD and 
a model with built-in tap PD (both developed in-house).

The built-in optical power monitor with a tap function 
eliminates the need for a blanch coupler. It has excellent 
characteristics of low loss and high sensitivity.

A photodiode with pigtail fiber is integrated.

santec's corporate guiding principle is to deliver new value to the world through innovation in optical technology.
Since 1984, when we developed the world's first "Fully Automatic Fiber Optic Inspection System," we have continued to support the 
development of optical communications from the field of optical inspection equipment. 

ABOUT US

Variable AttenuatorOptical Power Monitor Optical Filter Spatial Light Modulator
(LCOS-SLM)

Light input to the fiber is split and extracted. The light is 
divided into two parts: one is returned to the fiber, and the 
other is detected by the PD at a very small light intensity. This 
function is used to monitor light intensity.

What is the tap function?

Data sampling is performed every second to monitor the input 
light intensity. When the input light intensity exceeds the upper 
threshold, it is displayed in red. While it falls below the lower 
threshold, it is displayed in blue.

Control Software

Standard model
(Built-in in-house PD)

Custom Model
(Built-in in-house tap PD)

Built-in
Private Brand

 PD

Standard model

Built-in
Private Brand
Tap PD

Custom model

＊ Subject to change without notice for improvement.
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